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Abstract: Online learning methods (OLM) have been gaining traction as a solution to classification problems because
of rapid renewal and fast growth in volume of available data. ELM-based sequential learning (OS-ELM) is one of the
most frequently used online learning methodologies partly due to fast training algorithm but suffers from ineﬀicient
use of its hidden layers due to the random assignment of the parameters of those layers. In this study, we propose
an improved online learning model called online sequential constrained extreme learning machine (OS-CELM), which
replaces the random assignment of those parameters with better generalization performance using the CELM method
based on the distance between classes. We compare the performance and training times of OS-ELM, ELM, and the
proposed models for four different data sets. The results indicate that the proposed model has better generalization and
accuracy performance.
Key words: Machine learning, extreme learning machine (ELM), constrained extreme learning machine (CELM), online
sequential CELM (OS-CELM)

1. Introduction
With the phenomenal increase in production and transmission of data necessary for continuation of human
endeavour in the current era, autonomous systems and artificial intelligence applications are becoming the
essential tools to make sense, process, and manage the data related tasks that are personal to global in scope.
Artificial neural networks (ANN) have been the focus of interest by researchers since Rosenblatt published the
first training algorithm of an artificial neural network (perceptron) in 1958[1]. Researchers have developed
ANNs and training algorithms in different study structures. Back propagation (BP) and feedforward neural
networks (FFNN) are the most well-known ANN types. In both types, training speeds are slow due to slow
gradient-based training algorithms and all parameters are iteratively adjusted using these algorithms[2]. The
training speed of FFNN and BP is slow in cases such as online learning, where model training needs to be
carried out close to the data flow rate or big data applications where the data cannot fit into memory [3, 4].
In addition to the slowness of the training speeds of ANNs, the number of neurons and the number of hidden
layers in ANNs need to be increased in order to have high accuracy rates, which is one of the main purposes of
machine learning. Depending on the neuron number, this situation causes an increase in training time [5].
In 2004, Huang et al. developed a new scheme for FFNN called extreme learning machine (ELM) in order
to shorten the training time in ANNs. ELM is a single layer FFNN. Since there is no need to update neuron
parameters in ELM, the training speed is very fast. Weights and biases of neurons are assigned randomly. In
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ELM, nonlinear systems are treated like linear systems and the solution of the system is reached by using the
least squares method. The popularity of ELM has been increased in recent years due to enabling fast ANN
training and it has a comparable performance to other machine learning algorithms [2, 6–8].
Many ELM based algorithms have been developed. RKELM[9] developed by Deng et al. to shorten the
training time in embedded systems, IDS-ELM[10] developed by Xu and Wang for the classification of video
images, and DW-ELM [11] developed by Wang et al. to use big data are just some of them. Fast training speed
also creates an advantage in online learning. Liang et al. developed an ELM-based online sequential extreme
learning machine (OS-ELM) structure for single-hidden layer feedforward neural networks[4]. OS-ELM can
perform fast training from one by one or chunk by chunk data sequentially. In cases where the entire data set is
available, it conducts model training as ELM. Despite the fast training speed, random selection of hidden layer
parameters in ELM and other ELM-based algorithms prevents the effective use of hidden layer neurons [8]. This
negatively affects the performance of ELM and ELM based algorithms. Zhang, Li, and Xiao proposed a model
for enhancing the generalization performance of OS-ELM for modeling problems in nonstationary environments
(AOS-ELM) [28]. Zhang et al. used the genetic algorithm (GA) to overcome the issue of random assignments
of hidden layer input parameters [29].
In this study, an improved model called online sequential constrained extreme learning (OS-CELM) has
been proposed for OS-ELM, which can perform online and sequential learning, to perform better classification
and generalization performance. Performance tests are conducted on popular MNIST, skin segmentation,
wireless indoor localization, and Cleveland heart disease datasets to measure the effectiveness of the proposed
model.
2. Related works
2.1. Extreme learning machine (ELM)
Huang et al. [2] proposed an algorithm designed for single-layer feed forward neural networks called ELM.
Contrary to the traditional feed-forward or back-propagation learning algorithms which use gradient-based
techniques, ELM calculates the output weights analytically from the randomly assigned hidden neuron weights
and bias values. All of its parameters are set once which eliminates the need for repetitive training. The
performance and speed of the model depends on randomly assigned input weights.
ELM structure is illustrated in Figure 1. Output weights linking the hidden layer to the output layer are
obtained by solving the linear system Hβ = T . Existence of the solution to the linear system depends on the
singularity as well as the shape of the matrix H . If {(xi , ti ) |xi ∈ Rn , ti ∈ Rm } for n ̸= m , H matrix is not a
square matrix and the system can be solved by using the pseudo-inverse method of Moore–Penrose as β = H † T
where:
{ T
H (HH T )−1 if m < n
H† =
(1)
(H T H)−1 H T if n < m
ELM algorithm can be summarized as follows:
• Step-1: Initialization
Assign wi and bi values randomly.
• Step-2: Calculate hidden layer input, H .
• Step-3: Calculate output, β ′ = H † T where T = [t1 , t2 , . . . , tN ] .
T
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Figure 1. ELM Network. Input is xi = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )T Rn , activation function is g() , i -th hidden neuron weight is
wi , i -th hidden neuron bias is bi , β are hidden layer neuron output weights, and T is the output.

2.2. Constrained extreme learning machine (CELM)
Constrained extreme learning machine (CELM) algorithm was proposed by Zhu et al. [5] to calculate the hidden
layer parameters. The main feature differentiating the CELM from the original ELM is the way it handles the
hidden layer parameters. Instead of randomly assigning those parameters, Zhu et al. found that calculating
the hidden layer weights and bias values by using the distances between classes improved the performance of
the system. According to this algorithm, random vectors between different classes are drawn and the distance
between classes is calculated. Weights and bias values of the hidden layer neurons are assigned depending on
the calculated distances. To calculate the distance between classes in CELM, one of the classes ( c1 ) is mapped
to 1 and the other class ( c2 ) is mapped to –1. For samples from two classes xc1 and xc2 , the assumption can
be written as:
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Normalization factor a and the bias b can be calculated as:

a=

2
∥xc2 − xc1 ∥2

(xc1 + xc2 )(xc1 − xc2 )
,
b=
∥xc2 − xc1 ∥2

(2)

where (xc1 − xc2 ) is the difference vector. As a result of the normalization of the difference vector, weight
vector can be calculated as:
w=

2 (xc1 − xc2 )
.
∥xc2 − xc1 ∥2

(3)

Instead of random assignment of weight and bias values, it can be calculated by using Equation (2) and Equation
(3) based on distances between classes.
2.3. Online sequential extreme learning machine (OS-ELM)
Training speed is important in online learning. In some cases, the model update needs to keep up with the
data flow rate. In such cases, ELM-based online learning models providing fast model training are used. Liang
et al. developed ELM-based OS-ELM algorithm for online learning in 2006[4]. OS-ELM consists of two parts.
First training part and then second part where the sequential training is done. β given in Equation (1) is the
(
)−1 T
least squares solution of linear system. (H T H) in H † = H T H
H solution tends to be singular. Since
the singular matrix cannot be inverted, the solution may not be found. To avoid this situation, the number of
hidden layer neurons can be reduced, or larger initial training data can be selected. This situation is important
in the first training phase of OS-ELM. OS-ELM algorithm can be written as:
• Step-1: Assign the values w, β and b randomly.
• Step-2: Calculate the following values.

P0

= G (w · x0 + b)
(
)−1
= H0T H

β0

= P0 H0T t0 .

H0

• Step-3: Calculate following values as long as new data arrives.
Pk+1

=

(
)−1
T
T
Pk − Pk Hk+1
I + Hk+1 Pk Hk+1
Hk+1 Pk

βk+1

=

T
βk + Pk+1 Hk+1
(Tk+1 − Hk+1 βk ) .

3. Proposed method
OS-ELM randomly assigns input values of the hidden layer. This situation prevents the effective use of hidden
layers. To solve this issue, we use distances between classes for effective use of input parameters of hidden
layers in this study. Assigning parameters of hidden layer neurons based on the difference vectors between
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class samples help the output parameters of hidden layer neurons to reflect differences between classes. In this
way, more successful models in classification problems can be created. In the proposed method, we use the
distinguishing features between the classes in the assignment of the initial parameters in order to provide a
better classification performance of the OS-ELM model, which is capable of online and sequential learning. To
achieve this, we assign hidden layer parameters using the method stated in CELM [5]. This proposed model is
named OS-CELM. We calculate the distance between class members to determine differences between classes.
To achieve this, random vectors are drawn between class members. Randomly drawn vectors between classes
used in the proposed model are shown in Figure 2.
Class A

Class C

Class B
Class A

Class B

Class D

Class C

a) Vectors between classes

b) Non discriminative vectors

Figure 2. Representation of inter-class and noise difference vectors.

Every class in data set are numbered with a decimal in incremental order before the vectors are drawn.
Since they are chosen randomly, vectors are drawn from the lower numbered classes to the higher numbered
classes. How many vectors to draw from one class to another are again chosen randomly. Differences between
classes in real data set will not be as distinct as in Figure 2(a). An example real situation is shown in Figure
2(b). The data in Figure 2(b) can also be noise data. These data make it diﬀicult to distinguish the difference
between classes. There are various methods and filters to remove noise in data sets [12]. In the proposed
method, the lengths of the vectors drawn between classes are used to minimize the effect of the noise and the
data that could not reveal the differences between classes. Vectors are deleted if length of drawn vector are
below a specified threshold and new random vectors are drawn again between classes [5]. The following formula
is used to find out whether the distance between classes is suﬀiciently distinctive.
∥xc1 − xc2 ∥2 <

1
.
fT

(4)

In Equation (4), the initial value of f is 1 and it increases during the weight calculation according to the
density of the points close to each other. T is the number of output neurons which equals to class number. It
should be determined the beginning of the training phase. If the length of the vector between different classes
is less than the specified threshold, the vector is deleted and a new random vector is created. After the vectors
3096
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between the classes are drawn, the weight matrix is calculated using Equation (3). The hidden layer bias values
are calculated by using Equation (2). Data can be received one by one or chunk by chunk. If there is a previously
created model, first training phase can be skipped and switch to the sequential training phase. If there is no
previously created model, the sequential training phase must be started after first training phase. The inverse
of (H T H) must be found to calculate P matrix. It is checked whether (H T H) is a singular matrix in the
first training phase. If it is not a singular, the training process continues. If it is singular matrix, the input
parameters of the hidden layer must be changed. In this case, hidden layer parameters need to be recalculated.
In order to recalculate the parameters, random vectors must be drawn between classes and the weight and
bias values are calculated again by using Equation (2) and Equation (3). Training phases are continued by
calculating H and H T with the new weight and bias values. Framework of proposed OS-CELM algorithm
is given in Figure 3. We leverage the performance of OS-ELM by combining the method used in CELM into
OS-ELM.
4. Experimental results
4.1. Dataset
We have analyzed four different data sets to compare the performance of the proposed method with the OS-ELM
methodology of Ref. [4]. In the study, (wireless indoor localization (WIL) [13], skin segmentation (SS) [14],
Cleveland heart disease (CHD) [15], and MNIST [16] data sets were used.
We present the diagrams of the datasets used in the present study in Figures 4(a)-(d) in two dimensions.
Because of the diﬀiculties in visualizing multidimensional data, the datasets used in the study were reduced
to two dimensions with the t-distributed stochastic neighbor rmbedding (t-SNE) method [17]. This technique
maps higher dimensional datasets to a lower dimension, ideally keeping near points close and far points far
away. Perplexity, the most important parameter of the t-SNE algorithm, controls the width of the Gaussian
kernel used to calculate the similarities between points and manages how many of the nearest neighbors of each
point are drawn. Perplexity was taken as 30 in this study.
4.1.1. Wireless indoor localization dataset
WIL dataset is one of basic and most widely used datasets to test different classification techniques. It contains
2000 samples, each with 8 different features, which are produced by measuring signal strength from 7 different
Wi-fi devices in four different rooms with a smartphone. Therefore, there are 4 different classes of the set and
each data point contains 7 signal strength measurements in dB and one nominal data indicating the class value.
The aim in solution of this problem is to determine the location for a given signal strength. The basic statistical
information and t-SNE reduced images of the WIL dataset are listed in Table 1 and shown in Figure 4(a),
respectively.
Table 1. Wifi indoor location.

Classes
Room-1
Room-2
Room-3
Room-4

Mean(dB)
–68.668
–57.251
–62.156
–64.403

Min
–97
–92
–93
–98

Max
–47
–10
–40
–36

Number of samples
500
500
500
500
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Figure 3. Framework of OS-CELM.
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a) Wi-ﬁ

b) Skin

c) Heart Disease

d) MNIST

Figure 4. Visualizing high dimensional data.

4.1.2. Skin segmentation dataset
Data set is constructed for predicting whether the information given as the (R, G, B) color triple comes from
skin or not. It consists of 245,057 data collected from FERET and PAL databases from face images of people
of different colors, sexes, and ages. There are 50,859 skin samples and 194,198 no-skin samples in this dataset.
Each sample consists of 3 data points which gives the R, G, B values of the texture in the 0–255 range, and
1 nominal data indicating class value. The two-dimensional view of skin segmentation dataset constructed by
using t-SEN method is given in Figure 4(b) with red and blue colors indicating the skin and the no-skin samples,
respectively. There is no missing value in this dataset. The details of dataset are listed in Table 2.
Since the skin segmentation data set contains duplicate samples, the duplicate samples are removed from
the data set. After the duplicate samples are removed 51,444 samples containing 14,654 skin and 36,790 no-skin
remained in the data set.
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Table 2. Skin segmentation.

Classes
Skin
No-skin

Mean
154.821
119.609

Min
26
0

Max
255
255

Number of samples
50,859
194,198

4.1.3. Cleveland heart disease dataset
Data set is taken from UCI repository and constructed for predicting whether individual has a heart disease or
not from the given information. It consists of 303 individual’s data and has 14 different features including class
value. There are 7 nominal data, 6 ordinal data, and 1 class value in this dataset. The details of dataset are
listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Heart disease.

Feature
Age
Resting blood pressure
Cholesterol
Max heart rate
ST depression
Number of major vessels

Mean
54.5420
131.693
247.350
149.599
1.055
0.676

Min
29
94
126
71
0
0

Max
77
200
564
202
6.2
3

There are 6 missing values in the dataset. Missing values are removed from the dataset and the remaining
297 data consisting of 160 “absence” values and 137 “present” values are used in this study. The two-dimensional
view of the Cleveland heart disease dataset constructed using the t-SEN method is given in Figure 4(c). Each
class is shown in separate colors and markings.

4.1.4. MNIST dataset
MNIST, a database of images of handwritten numerals consisting of 70,000 samples containing 60,000 training
and 10,000 test samples, is a subset of the NIST data set containing both handwritten numerals and letters
[18]. Every image in the dataset belongs to one of 10 categories (0–9). Each grey level digit image was centered
in 28x28 dimensions according to pixel densities. It is one of the widely used data sets for training and testing
in the field of machine learning. We have used the 1000 training data for t-SNE dimensional reduction and the
result is presented in Figure 4(d) which shows 10 well-separated blobs for each one of the digits. Number of
digits in the dataset listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Number of digits in the MNIST data set.

Train
Test

3100

0
5923
980

1
6742
1135

2
5958
1032

3
6131
1010

4
5842
982

5
5421
892

6
5918
958

7
6265
1028

8
5851
974

9
5949
1009
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4.2. Performance assessment
In order to compare the performance of the proposed OS-CELM model with those of OS-ELM and ELM, all
models were trained with the same training data sets and their performances were measured on test data sets
for various number of hidden neurons. Sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent were used as the activation function
in training all the models. Activation function with hyperbolic tangent performed better scores so the results
created with hyperbolic tangent were given in the study. Five-fold cross-validation is employed to evaluate the
model. For datasets from UCI, the number of training sample is 80% of total samples and the rest of samples
were used to test models. Training and testing data were normalized within the range of [0,1]. Accuracy rate,
F1 score, and the training time were used as the performance metrics to compare the models. For each one
of the four datasets examined here, fifty training and test cycles were carried out for each considered neuron
number. The statistics of the accuracy results obtained from those 50 experiments are presented as function of
the number of neurons for OS-ELM, ELM, and the proposed OS-CELM networks in Figures 5(a)-(d) showing
the distribution of the accuracy scores in 50 runs. For each hidden number of neurons, the accuracy, F1 score,
and training time for all the datasets were calculated by averaging over 50 rounds and the results are shown in
Figure 6(a)-(d).
As can be observed from the boxplots in Figures 5(a)-(d), the proposed learning algorithm has better
performance in accuracy metric compared to the OS-ELM and ELM for all four datasets and hidden neuron
numbers. It is interesting to note that increasing number of neurons beyond 80 leads to a large deterioration in
the accuracy of the OS-ELM algorithm for the skin dataset.
For the Wi-Fi dataset, 200 samples were randomly selected for the first training phase and 100 samples for
sequential training. Since the data set is balanced, we display the statistics of the fifty rounds of model accuracy
rate and the average of those values as function of number of hidden neurons in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
It is seen from the figures that the OS-ELM has stabilized at 97.19%, ELM at 97.98%, and OS-CELM at 98.3%
accuracy. The accuracy of classification of WIL dataset with ELM is also reported as 96.27%[19]. The training
time of the algorithm we proposed increased after 100 neurons compared to OS-ELM.
After removing the duplicate samples, the remaining 51,444 samples of the SS dataset were used to
test the performance of ELM, OS-ELM, and the proposed OS-CELM methods. For each of the first and the
sequential training phases of the study of this dataset, 400 randomly chosen samples of the set were used
for OS-ELM and OS-CELM. Since the dataset is not balanced, we present the weighted F1 scores instead of
classification accuracy rates. Statistics of the weighted F1 scores for every round for the OS-ELM, ELM, and
OS-CELM approaches are displayed in Figure 5(b) while the mean of F1 scores and training times of the model
in the end of 50 rounds are plotted as function of number of neurons in the network in Figure 6(b). As can
be seen from Figure 6(b), OS-ELM suffers from the over-fitting problem and becomes insensitive to data after
the number of neurons in the hidden layer is increased beyond 80. It is obvious that proposed method and
ELM do not suffer from similar problem and its classification performance increases with increasing neuron
numbers. F1 score (training time) of the proposed model constructed with 100 neurons is 0.9863 (0.9134 s),
at the end of 50 rounds (Figure 6(b)). ELM shows the same performance (0.9863) as OS-CELM does in SS
dataset. MapReduce-based distributed AdaBoosting of extreme learning machine (ELM) model was proposed
in the study [20]. OS-ELM/ELM algorithm was used to build weak learners (classifier functions) and then,
strong learner was built from a set of weak learners. Performance of the model was evaluated on SS dataset.
The best F1 score that was achieved in the study on this dataset was 98.42%.
After removing the data with missing fields in Cleveland heart disease dataset, performance tests were
3101
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a) Wi-ﬁ

b) Skin
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c) Heart disease
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Figure 5. Accuracy and/or F1 scores of OS-ELM and OS-CELL methods over 50 turns.

conducted on the remaining 297 samples. The initial and the sequential training were carried out with 150 and
50 samples, respectively. Since the dataset is not balanced, we present the discuss the weighted F1 values instead
of the classification accuracy rate. Statistics of the 50 rounds of F1 scores and the average of those along with
the training times as function of number of hidden neurons for the Cleveland dataset are displayed in Figures
5(c) and 6(c), respectively. The F1 score is found to peak around 70 hidden neurons for both OS-ELM and the
proposed method for this dataset while 20 hidden neuron for ELM. Highest F1 score with 70 neurons is found to
be 0.8206 and 0.8 for the OS-CELM and OS-ELM, respectively. As the number of neurons increase, the success
rate of ELM decreases after 20 neurons. Mean training time with 70 neurons is 6.62 ms in OS-CELM while it is
2.5 ms in OS-ELM. In a data mining related study [21] for Cleveland heart disease dataset, 8100 combination of
features were selected and tested to find out which features gives highest accuracy rate. The average accuracy
achieved with ANN is reported to be 75.18% (with the highest rate of 84.85% which is obtained by using 11
features). For the dataset, accuracy rates of 80.99% and 80% are also reported with ANN in other studies
[22, 23].
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a) Wi-ﬁ

b) Skin

,

c) Heart disease

d) MNIST

Figure 6. Accuracy and/or F1 score and the training times of OS-ELM and OS-CELM methods for the analyzed
datasets.

For the MNSIT dataset, we have used 256, 512, 768, 1024, 2048, 4096, and 10,000 hidden neurons for the
performance comparison of the three models. Since one needs more data points than the number of neurons in
the hidden layer for the considered methods, we have used 2000, 3000, and 5000 samples for the initial training
for the neuron numbers 256–1024, 2048, and 4096, respectively. Two thousand randomly chosen data were used
in the sequential training irrespective of the number of neurons for OS-ELM and OS-CELM. Since the MNIST
data is, also, balanced, we present the model accuracy rate instead of F1 score. Finally, all models are trained
with 10,000 neurons for 50 rounds, and the accuracy rate and training time of the models are measured.
Statistics of the accuracy rates for the 50 rounds of training and test for MNIST data are shown in Figure
5(d). It can be deduced from the figure that the accuracy of the proposed OS-CELM is ≈ 5% higher than
that of OS-ELM and ELM for the 256 hidden neuron network and the rate uniformly increases with increasing
neuron number before reaching 98% in the high neuron number limit. Also, the dispersion in accuracy rate
decreases with the increasing neuron number. Training times of the proposed method and OS-ELM are found to
be almost identical for the MNIST dataset (Figure 6)(d) till 4096 neurons. Accuracy rates of ELM and OS-ELM
are almost identical for this dataset. Multilayer ELM model using the CELM method is proposed for MNIST
3103
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dataset in the study [24]. With the model they named R2 CELM, they proposed ANN network consisting of 6
hidden layers with 2000 neurons in each layer. With R2 CELM, 98.47% accuracy was achieved. In this study,
better accuracy rate (98.51%) is achieved with a single layer and 10,000 neurons with OS-CELM. Comparisons
and scores for datasets used in this study are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5. Performance comparison of OS-CELM with other algorithms on UCI datasets.

Dataset

Wi-Fi

SS

C. Heart disease

MNIST

Method
FPSOGSA[13]
ELM[19]
BP[25]
ELM
OS-ELM
OS-CELM
Fuzzy decision tree [14]
AdaBoosting of ELM [20]
ANFIS [26]
CNN [27]
ELM
OS-ELM
OS-CELM
PSO+MLP [21]
MLP+BP [23]
ANN [22]
ELM
OS-ELM
OS-CELM
CELM [5]
R2 CELM [24]
ELM
OS-ELM
OS-CELM

Accuracy/F1 (%)
95.16
96.27
91.48
97.98
97.19
98.3
94.1
98.42
90.1
94.99
98.63
97.89
98.63
75.18
80.99
80.0
79.51
80.0
82.06
91.0
98.47
97.29
97.12
98.62

5. Conclusion
The use of data science in almost all business lines causes data to be produced very quickly and large increases in
data volume. With the growth of data, the process of creating model over the data demands more calculation
process and calculation time on user computers. Processing large amounts of data requires high-capacity
memory. To issue this problem, the data must be fragmented enough to fit in the memory and the models
created must be updated sequentially or partially. To address this, we have presented an improved online
learning model called online sequential constrained extreme learning machine which assigns the hidden layers
parameters according to the distance between the classes instead of random assignment. OS-CELM allows the
data to be processed in sequentially or partially.
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The proposed method was tested and its performance on accuracy and training time for classification
problem is compared with those of OS-ELM and ELM on four widely used datasets. On the accuracy and
the F1 score accounts, the proposed method is found to be better than the OS-ELM for each dataset at every
hidden neuron number. From the results presented above, it is possible to say that the proposed OS-CELM
model shows better classification performance for online sequential learning in four dataset without losing fast
training speed compared to the OS-ELM method. In addition, its fast performance in creating models and
the fact that it does not require time-consuming brute force search approaches to find hyper-parameters allows
applications to be developed very quickly and eﬀiciently. Since OS-CELM is based on the distance between
classes, it works in the same way as OS-ELM in regression problems. In this context, the proposed model has
the same performance in regression problems as OS-ELM does. It is the limitation of proposed model. Class
independent methods can be applied in future works to increase regression performance of OS-ELM.
As a result, in this study, OS-CELM performance in different data sets is measured and an improved
ELM-based model that can compete with other methods is proposed. OS-CELM is a single layer, easy to
implement, and fast ANN that can be used in real world applications.
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